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Abstract—Massive power-law graphs drive many fields:
metagenomics, brain mapping, Internet-of-things, cybersecurity,
and sparse machine learning. The development of novel algo-
rithms and systems to process these data requires the design,
generation, and validation of enormous graphs with exactly
known properties. Such graphs accelerate the proper testing
of new algorithms and systems and are a prerequisite for
success on real applications. Many random graph generators
currently exist that require realizing a graph in order to know
its exact properties: number of vertices, number of edges, degree
distribution, and number of triangles. Designing graphs using
these random graph generators is a time-consuming trial-and-
error process. This paper presents a novel approach that uses
Kronecker products to allow the exact computation of graph
properties prior to graph generation. In addition, when a real
graph is desired, it can be generated quickly in memory on
a parallel computer with no-interprocessor communication. To
test this approach, graphs with 1012 edges are generated on a
40,000+ core supercomputer in 1 second and exactly agree with
those predicted by the theory. In addition, to demonstrate the
extensibility of this approach, decetta-scale graphs with up to
1030 edges are simulated in a few minutes on a laptop.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power-law (or heavy-tail) [1], [2] graphs are found through-
out a wide range of applications [3], [4]. In such graphs, there
are a small number of vertices with a large number of edges
and a large number of vertices with a small number of edges.
Specific domains where such graphs are important include
genomics [5]–[10], brain mapping [11], computer networks
[12]–[15], social media [16], [17], cybersecurity [18], [19],
and sparse machine learning [20]–[24].
Many graph processing systems are currently under devel-
opment. These systems are exploring innovations in algorithms
[25]–[35], software architecture [36]–[44], software standards
[45]–[49], and parallel computing hardware [50]–[56]. The
development of novel algorithms and systems to process these
data requires the design, generation, and validation of enor-
mous graphs with known properties. Such graphs accelerate
the proper testing of new algorithms and systems and are a
prerequisite for success on real applications.
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Many random graph generators currently exist that require
creating a graph in order to know its exact properties, such
as the number of vertices, number of edges, degree dis-
tribution, and number of triangles. Perhaps the most well-
known and scalable power-law graph generator is used in
the Graph500.org [57]–[59] and GraphChallenge.org [60]–
[62] benchmarks. This generator, often referred to as R-
MAT, is based on randomly sampling recursive Kronecker
graphs. Other highly scalable graph generators are based on
randomly specified degree distributions [63]–[65]. Designing
graphs using these random graph generators is an iterative
process whereby the graph designer selects the parameters of
the graph generator, randomly creates the graph with those
parameters, and then measures the desired properties. Such a
process places certain natural limits on the ability of the graph
designer to explore enormous graphs and know prior to graph
generation the exact properties of the graph.
This paper presents a complementary approach using Kro-
necker products that allows the exact computation of graph
properties prior to graph generation. In addition, when a real
graph is desired, it can be generated quickly in memory on a
parallel computer with no interprocessor communication. The
paper begins with a review of the relevant properties of Kro-
necker products. Next, the types of constituent matrices that
are suited for generating power-law graphs are described. Var-
ious mathematical properties of power-law Kronecker graphs
are then derived. Subsequently, a parallel algorithm for rapidly
generating large graphs is provided. A variety of performance
results and specific examples of various graphs generated using
this approach are presented. Finally, the conclusions and a
discussion of further research are given.
II. KRONECKER PRODUCTS
The Kronecker product of two square matrices is defined as
follows [66]
C = A ⊗©B =
A(1, 1)⊗B A(1, 2)⊗B ... A(1,mA)⊗B
A(2, 1)⊗B A(2, 2)⊗B ... A(2,mA)⊗B
...
...
. . .
...
A(mA, 1)⊗B A(mA, 2)⊗B ... A(mA,mA)⊗B

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where A, B, and C matrices of scalar values S
A ∈ SmA×mA
B ∈ SmB×mB
C ∈ SmAmB×mAmB
More explicitly, the Kronecker product can be written as
C
(
(iA−1)mA+iB , (jA−1)mA+jB
)
= A(iA, jA)⊗B(iB , jB)
The element-wise multiply operation ⊗ can be a variety of
functions so long as the resulting operation obeys the standard
rules of element-wise multiplication, such as 0 being the
multiplicative annihilator for any value of s ∈ S
0⊗ s = s⊗ 0 = 0
Furthermore, if element-wise multiplication and addition obey
the conditions of a semiring [67]–[69], then the Kronecker
product has many of the same desirable properties, such as
associativity
(A ⊗©B) ⊗©C = A ⊗© (B ⊗©C)
and element-wise distributivity over addition
A ⊗© (B⊕C) = (A ⊗©B)⊕ (A ⊗©C)
Finally, one unique feature of the Kronecker product is its
relation to the matrix product. Specifically, the matrix product
of two Kronecker products is equal to the Kronecker product
of two matrix products
(A ⊗©B)(C ⊗©D) = (AC) ⊗© (BD)
where matrix multiply
C = AB = A ⊕.⊗ B
is given by
C(i, j) =
⊕
k
A(i, k)⊗B(k, j)
III. GENERATING POWER-LAW GRAPHS
Generating graphs is a common operation in a wide range
of graph algorithms. Graph generation is used in the testing of
graph algorithms, in creating graph templates to match against,
and for comparing real graph data with models. Given a graph
adjacency matrix A, if
A(i, j) = 1
then there exists an edge going from vertex i to vertex j [70],
[71]. Likewise, if
A(i, j) = 0
then there is no edge from i to j. The Kronecker product of
two graph adjacency matrices is a convenient, well-defined
matrix operation that can be used for generating a wide range
of graphs from a few parameters [57], [58]. The relation of the
Kronecker product to graphs is easily illustrated in the context
of bipartite graphs. Bipartite graphs have two sets of vertices,
and every vertex has an edge to the other set of vertices but no
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7.17. Element-Wise Addition and Element-Wise Multipication: Combining Graphs, Intersecting Graphs, Scaling Graphs91
or more explicitly
C(i(i ), j( j )) = A(i , j )
where i 2 {1, ...,NA}, j 2 {1, ...,MA}, i : I NA and j : J MA select specific sets of rows and
columns.
The additive form of this operation can be implemented using sparse matrix multiply
as
C  = ST(i) A S(j)
where S(i) and S(j) are selection matrices given by
S(i) = SNA⇥N ({1, ...,NA}, i, 1)
S(j) = SMA⇥M ({1, ...,MA}, j, 1)
7.17 Element-Wise Addition and Element-Wise Multipication:
Combining Graphs, Intersecting Graphs, Scaling
Graphs
Combining graphs along with adding their edge weights can be accomplished by adding
together their sparse matrix representations
C = A   B
where A,B,C : SN⇥M or more explicitly
C(i , j ) = A(i , j )   B(i , j )
where i 2 {1, ...,N}, and j 2 {1, ...,M}.
Intersecting graphs along with scaling their edge weights can be accomplished by
element-wise multiplication of their sparse matrix representations
C = A ⌦ B
where A,B,C : SN⇥M or more explicitly
C(i , j ) = A(i , j ) ⌦ B(i , j )
where i 2 {1, ...,N}, and j 2 {1, ...,M}.
7.18 Kronecker: Graph Generation
Generating graphs is a common operation in a wide range of graph algorithms. Graph
generation is used in testing graphs algorithms, creating graph templates to match against,
and to compare real graph data with models. The Kronecker product of two matrices is a
convenient and well-definedmatrix operation that can be used for generating a wide range
of graphs from a few a parameters [Chakrabarti 2004, Leskovec 2005].
The Kronecker product is defined as follows [Van Loan 2000]
C=A ⌦  B=
0BBB@
A(1,1)⌦B A(1,2)⌦B ... A(1,MA)⌦B
A(2,1)⌦B A(2,2)⌦B ... A(2,MA)⌦B
...
...
...
A(NA, 1)⌦B A(NA, 2)⌦B ... A(NA,MA)⌦B
1CCCA
=!
= 
A! B! C!
P!
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1CCCA
Fig. 1. Kronecker product of the adjacency matrix of two bipartite graphs A
and B results in a graph C with two bipartite sub-graphs. The P= notation is
used to indicate that the adjacency matrix C has been permuted so that the
two bipartite sub-graphs are more apparent.
edges within its own set of vertices. The Kronecker product
of such graphs was first looked at by Weischel [72], who
observed that the Kronecker product of two bipartite graphs
resulted in a new graph consisting of two bipartite sub-graphs
(see Figure 1).
The essence of a power-law graph is that it has a degree
distribution vector n(d) with non-zero entries that follows the
relation
n(d) ∝ 1
dα
where d is the number of edges in the vertex of a graph, n(d)
is the number vertices with a specific degree d, and α > 0 is
the slope of the power law when it is plotted using logarithmic
axes [65]. If the graph is represented as an adjacency matrix,
then the degree of a vertex is the number of non-zero (nnz)
entries in the corresponding row and column in the matrix.
A star graph is a bipartite graph where one set has only one
vertex. Star graphs are always a power-law graph. If a star
graph has m vertices, then the number of points in the star is
given by
mˆ = m− 1
with a corresponding degree distribution of
n(1) = mˆ
n(mˆ) = 1
which agrees with the power-law relation α given by
α =
log(n(1))
log(dmax)
=
log(mˆ)
log(mˆ)
= 1
where dmax is the degree of the vertex with the most edges.
The Kronecker product of two star graphs can, under certain
conditions, produce another power-law graph. In Figure 1, the
graph of the Kronecker product of two star graphs with mˆA =
5 and mˆB = 3 has a degree distribution of
n(1) = 15
n(3) = 5
n(5) = 3
n(15) = 1
which are all points on the curve
n(d) =
15
d
The Kronecker product of star graphs can be used to build
up extremely large power-law graphs. The degree distributions
will follow the power-law relation as long as all of the products
of the corresponding mˆ are unique.
It is worth noting that real-world graphs often have approx-
imate power-law distributions when plotted simply, as in this
case, or when plotted with logarithmic degree binning, but
rarely both. It is possible to use Kronecker products to produce
power-law graphs under logarithmic degree binning by placing
additional constraints on the values of mˆ.
IV. PROPERTIES OF KRONECKER GRAPHS
The most powerful feature of Kronecker graphs is that many
of their properties can be computed from their constituent
matrices without ever having to form the full matrix. It is thus
possible to design and analyze extremely large graphs quickly
and only actually form the full graph when it is needed.
Let the adjacency matrix of graph A be constructed by the
following Kronecker product
A = ⊗©Nkk=1Ak
where Ak are each adjacency matrices of the smaller con-
stituent graphs. The number of vertices in the graphs is equal
to the number of rows in A (or columns since Ak are square),
which can be computed from
mA =
∏
k
mAk
Likewise, the number of edges in the graph is equal to the
number of non-zero entries in A and is given by
nnz(A) =
∏
k
nnz(Ak)
The degree distribution nA(d) can be computed from the
Kronecker product of the degree distributions nAk(d)
nA(d) = ⊗©Nkk=1nAk(d)
A. Triangles
The number of vertices, number of edges, and degree distri-
bution are good examples of the core properties of Kronecker
products. A more sophisticated example is computing the
number of triangles in a graph [73]–[76]. Triangles are an
important feature of a graph, and counting triangles is a basic
property of many graph analysis systems. The total number
LLSC- 2
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Fig. 2. (top) Kronecker product of two star graphs with self-loops on the
central vertex. The resulting graph has 15 triangles. (bottom) Kronecker
product of two star graphs with self-loops on a leaf node. The resulting graph
has 3 triangles.
of triangles in a graph can be computed from the following
formula
Ntri(A) =
1
6
1
T(AA⊗A)1
where 1 is a column vector of all 1’s and ⊗ is the element-wise
product. The same properties of Kronecker products apply
to counting triangles, and the number of triangles can be
computed from the component matrices via
Ntri(A) =
1
6
∏
k
1
T(AkAk ⊗Ak)1
B. Case 1: Many Triangles
Bipartite graphs have no triangles, so the Kronecker product
of star graphs will produce a large graph with zero triangles,
which can be a useful test case. Fortunately, it is possible to
simply modify the Ak to create a graph with a rich triangle
structure. Specifically, if a self-loop is put on the central vertex
of the star, the resulting graph will have a large number of
triangles. If the central vertex in the star is denoted by vertex
1, then a self-loop can be created in every constituent graph
by setting
Ak(1, 1) = 1
Removal of the self-loop in the final graph is accomplished
by setting a single value back to zero
A(1, 1) = 0
The number of vertices is unmodified by the inclusion of the
self-loops. The number of edges is computed from the Ak as
before, followed by subtracting 1 from the total to account for
the removal of the self-loop
nnz(A)− 1
Likewise, the degree distribution is computed from the Ak as
before with the following adjustments
n(dmax − 1) = 1
n(dmax) = 0
The triangle count is computed from the Ak as before with
the following correction
Ntri(A)− 1
2
mA +
1
3
Figure 2 (top) shows an example of a graph with 15 triangles
produced using this method.
C. Case 2: Some Triangles
A more modest number of triangles can be generated if one
self-loop is put on one of the point vertices of each star, for
example by setting
Ak(mAk ,mAk) = 1
Removal of the self-loop in the final graph is accomplished
by setting a single value back to zero
A(mA,mA) = 0
The number of vertices is unmodified by the inclusion of the
self-loops. The number of edges is computed from the Ak as
before, followed by subtracting 1 from the total to account for
the removal of the self-loop
nnz(A)− 1
Likewise, the degree distribution is computed from the Ak as
before with the following adjustments
n(2Nk − 1) = 1
n(2Nk) = 0
The triangle count is computed from the Ak as before with
the following correction
Ntri(A)− 1
2
2Nk +
1
3
Figure 2 (bottom) shows an example of a graph with 1 triangle
produced using this method.
D. Incidence Matrix
An incidence, or edge, matrix E uses the rows to represent
every edge in the graph, and the columns represent every
vertex. There are a number of conventions for denoting an
edge in an incidence matrix. One such convention is to use
two incidence matrices
Eout(e, i) = 1 and Ein(e, j) = 1
to indicate that edge e is a connection from i to j. Incidence
matrices are useful because they can easily represent multi-
graphs and hyper-graphs. These complex graphs are difficult
to capture with an adjacency matrix. One of the most common
uses of matrix multiplication is to construct an adjacency
matrix from an incidence matrix representation of a graph. For
a graph with out-vertex incidence matrix Eout and in-vertex
incidence matrix Ein, the corresponding adjacency matrix is
[69], [77]
A = EToutEin
Kronecker products can also be used to construct incidence
matrices that satisfy the above adjacency matrix equation.
Specifically, let Ek,out and Ek,in be incidence matrices cor-
responding to Ak. The incidence matrices can then be con-
structed by
Eout = ⊗©Nkk=1Ek,out
and
Ein = ⊗©Nkk=1Ek,in
It is worth noting that the order of edges in the incidence
matrices is not uniquely determined. Different realizations of
an incidence matrix are only equivalent when comparing their
resulting adjacency matrices.
V. PARALLEL GENERATION
Kronecker products allow the properties of a graph to be
determined in advance, thus avoiding the iterative approach of
other methods. Once the desired graph properties have been
determined, Kronecker products also allow large graphs to be
generated quickly on a parallel processor. The overall approach
is to split the constituent matrices into two matrices B and C
A = ⊗©Nkk=1Ak
=
(⊗©NBk=1Ak) ⊗© (⊗©NCk=NB−1Ak)
= B ⊗©C
The matrices B and C are designed so that both can fit in the
memory of any one processor. Let the parallel computer have
Np processors, and each processor is given an identifier p [78],
[79]. Each processor reads in B and C and extracts the triples
of the non-zero element B into three vectors i, j, and s, each
of length nnz(B). Each processor then selects a nnz(B)/Np
of the triples ip, jp, and sp. If the underlying sparse storage
of the matrices is compressed sparse columns (CSC), then the
minimum value of jp is subtracted from jp and a new matrix
Bp is formed from these triples. Each processor can then form
the submatrix Ap of the overall matrix A via the Kronecker
product
Ap = Bp ⊗©C
The resulting Ap matrices will have the same number of non-
zero entries on each processor. In addition, the resulting graph
is free of many of the problematic vertices and edges, such
as empty vertices and self-loops, that are found in randomly
generated graphs. These problematic vertices and edges often
require randomly generated graphs to be reindexed before their
properties can be computed.
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Fig. 3. Edge generation rate vs. number of processor cores. Performance
scales linearly with processor cores and achieves a peak rate of over 1 trillion
edges generated per second on over 40,000 processor cores.
VI. RESULTS
This section presents a variety of scalability results to
demonstrate the properties of the proposed Kronecker graph
generation method. Figure 3 shows the rate of graph edge
generation as a function of the number of processing cores
used in the parallel graph generation technique described in
the previous section. In this example, B is a 530,400 vertex
graph with 13,824,000 edges constructed from the Kronecker
product of star graphs with mˆ = {3, 4, 5, 9, 16}. Likewise, C
is a 21,074 vertex graph with 82,944 edges constructed from
the Kronecker product of star graphs with mˆ = {81, 256}.
The Kronecker product of B and C, produces a graph A with
11,177,649,600 vertices and 1,146,617,856,000 edges and zero
triangles. This graph construction was run in parallel on a
supercomputer consisting of 648 compute nodes, each with at
least 64 Xeon processing cores, for a total of 41,472 processing
cores. Using the entire system, the trillion edge graph was
generated in 1 second.
Computing the degree distribution of the generated graph
can be used to verify that a generated graph agrees with the
theory. Figure 4 shows the measured and predicted degree
distribution of a graph produced using the parallel graph
generation technique. In this example, B is a 530,400 vertex
graph with 22,160,060 edges constructed from the Kronecker
product of star graphs with mˆ = {3, 4, 5, 9, 16} and self-
loops on the central vertices of the stars. Likewise, C is a
21,074 vertex graph with 83,618 edges constructed from the
Kronecker product of star graphs with mˆ = {81, 256} and
self-loops on the central vertices of the stars. The Kronecker
product of B and C produces a graph A with 11,177,649,600
vertices and 1,853,002,140,758 edges and 6,777,007,252,427
triangles. This calculation confirms that the predicted and
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Fig. 4. Trillion-edge (1012) power-law Kronecker graph showing the exact
agreement between the predicted and measured degree distribution. The
resulting graph has exactly 11,177,649,600 vertices, 1,853,002,140,758 edges,
and 6,777,007,252,427 triangles.
measured graph are in exact agreement.
Kronecker products can allow the rapid design of very large
graphs suitable for the world’s largest computers. Figures 5
and 6 show the degree distribution for two graphs with over
1015 edges. Both graphs are generated from star graphs with
mˆ = {3, 4, 5, 9, 16, 25, 81, 256, 625} and 6,997,208,649,600
vertices. Figure 5 has 1,433,272,320,000,000 edges and zero
triangles, and the degree distribution exactly follows the
power-law degree formula. Figure 6 is generated with self-
loops on the central vertices producing 2,318,105,678,089,508
edges, 12,720,651,636,552,426 triangles, with the degree dis-
tribution that follows the power-law degree formula with small
deviations above and below the line.
Kronecker products can also enable the exact analysis
of graphs that are far beyond the scale of any current
or planned computing system. Figures 7 shows the
degree distribution of a graph with over 1030 edges.
The graph was generated from star graphs with mˆ =
{3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 9, 16, 25, 49, 81, 121, 256, 625, 2401, 14641}
and a self-loop on one point vertex of each star. The resulting
graph has exactly 144,111,718,793,178,936,483,840,000
vertices, 2,705,963,586,782,877,716,483,871,216,764 edges,
and 178,940,587 triangles. Most of the points follow the
power-law degree line, but there are many points that deviate
from this. This degree distribution was computed on a
standard laptop computer in a few minutes.
VII. CONCLUSION
Emerging data in metagenomics, brain mapping, Internet-
of-things, cybersecurity, and sparse machine learning produce
massive power-law graphs and are driving the development
of novel algorithms and systems to process these data. The
scale and distribution of these data makes validation of graph
processing systems a significant challenge. The ability to
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Fig. 5. Quadrillion-edge (1015) power-law Kronecker graph predicted degree
distribution. The resulting graph has exactly 6,997,208,649,600 vertices,
1,433,272,320,000,000 edges, and zero triangles.
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Fig. 6. Quadrillion-edge (1015) power-law Kronecker graph predicted degree
distribution. The resulting graph has exactly 6,997,208,649,600 vertices,
2,318,105,678,089,508 edges, and 12,720,651,636,552,426 triangles.
create enormous graphs with exactly known properties can
significantly accelerate the design, generation, and validation
of new graph processing systems. Many current graph gener-
ators produce random graphs whose exact properties, such as
number of vertices, number of edges, degree distribution, and
number of triangles, can only be computed after the graph has
been generated. Thus, designing graphs using these random
graph generators is a time-consuming trial-and-error process.
Kronecker products of the adjacency matrices of star graphs
are a powerful way to create large power-law graphs. The
properties of Kronecker products allow many properties of a
larger graph to be computed by simply combining the cor-
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Fig. 7. Predicted degree distribution of a decetta-edge (1030)
power-law Kronecker graph. The resulting graph is predicted
to have exactly 144,111,718,793,178,936,483,840,000 vertices,
2,705,963,586,782,877,716,483,871,216,764 edges, and 178,940,587
triangles.
responding properties of the constituent matrices. The ability
to compute the properties of large graphs using only small
graphs allows the graph designer to find these prior to creating
the actual graph. Furthermore, real graphs can be created
using Kronecker products on a parallel computer with no
interprocessor communication. The resulting graphs will have
the same number of edges on each processor. In addition,
the graph avoids many of the difficulties, such as empty
vertices and self-loops, that are found in other graph generators
that rely random sampling. These problematic vertices and
edges often require randomly generated graphs to be reindexed
before their properties can be computed.
To test this approach, graphs with 1012 edges are generated
on a 40,000+ core supercomputer in 1 second and exactly
agree with those predicted by the theory. In addition, in order
to demonstrate the extensibility of this approach, decetta-scale
graphs with up to 1030 edges are simulated in a few minutes
on laptop. These results indicate that the proposed method
can be a powerful tool for enabling the design, generation,
and validation of new graph processing systems.
This paper has presented formulas for a number of proper-
ties of Kronecker graphs. There are many additional prop-
erties that could be computed in future research, such as
eigenvectors, iso-parametric ratios, betweenness centrality, and
triangle enumeration. The parallel Kronecker graph generator
is ideally suited to the GraphBLAS.org software standard and
the creation of a high performance version using this standard
is a future goal. Finally, the ability to reason about graphs
that are beyond any current or planned computer opens up
new possibilities for the theoretical study of phenomena on
these large graphs.
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